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three markers seemed to do well, with FCal evidently the best performing of the
individual factors.
points:

It would be helpful if the authors could address three particular

Is it valid to do an assessment of the predictive value of the same three

“predictors” that constitute the definition of the endpoint (CFREM)? 2. Has there been
any effort to apply this analysis to a validation cohort, enrolled prospectively
least elsewhere?

or at

3. Has there been any test of heterogeneity among the three

participating centers? I also note that the Abstract does not state the same conclusion as
the text.
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Sollelis E et al (Manuscript Number: 47053) describe and evaluate the “Combined
evaluation of biomarkers as predictor of maintained remission in Crohn's disease”. The
observation and analysis objects of this work including assessment of “the performances
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of CDAI, CRP and faecal calprotectin Fcal variation, alone or combined, after 12 weeks
of anti-TNF therapy to predict corticosteroids-free remission (CFREM) at one year, in CD
patients treated with anti-TNF.” Findings of this prospective study are “The combined
monitoring of CDAI, CRP and Fcal after anti-TNF induction therapy is able to predict
favorable outcome within one year in patients with CD.”

It is a tough issue to

treatment the Crohn’s disease (CD) and difficulty to obtain a long-lasting corticosteroid
(CS)-free disease remission with a good quality of life. Hence, this work reported here is
interesting. This study further confirms the conclusions of “CDAI, CRP and Fcal could
be used as predictor of maintained remission in Crohn's disease, and Fcal was the most
effective predictor among these three markers.”
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content of the article is corresponding well to the title.

2. The

3. On the section of Results,

Please delete the redundancy sentences when the tables or figures have clearly showed
the same information. The value of the statistical analysis should be written in the
corresponding graphs and tables.
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CDAI<150, CRP<2.9 mg/L and Fcal<250µg/g with no therapeutic intensification and no
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surgery) at W52. The research topic is innovative, the theoretical basis is solid, the
experimental data is reliable, the statistical method is correct, the proof is sufficient, the
conclusion is basically credible, the writing of the thesis is more rigorous, and the
language expression is accurate. The research results have certain theoretical significance
and clinical application value. The inadequacies and suggestions of the thesis: 1. What is
the relationship between CDAI, CRP and Fcal variation and clinical and endoscopic
remission? 2. CDAI, CRP and Fcal variation of CD was observed in 12 and 52 weeks.
Why isn't it observed in 24 or 30 weeks?
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